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Culture And Customs Of Cameroon
Four thousand kilograms of pangolin scales were seized by authorities in Cameroon on what experts are calling a “major trafficking route”. Customs officials seized the shipment, which was ...
Stop the Illegal Wildlife Trade: Pangolin scales worth £5m seized in Cameroon on ‘major trafficking route’
Some traditional societies are able to rely on customs and norms to deter at-risk individuals from using drugs. But other, often more liberal, societies may be more easily influenced by a westernised ...
Culture’s role in substance abuse
Officials of Cameroon’s ministry of trade, customs and the police were cracking down on fake alcohol to mark World Consumer Rights Day. Pauline Biloua is member of the Cameroon National ...
Cameroon Says Deaths from Consuming Fake Alcohol Spike During Pandemic
That morning, Immigration and Customs Enforcement agents had forced ... hundreds of Black asylum seekers—from Haiti, Ghana, Cameroon, the Democratic Republic of the Congo, and other countries ...
Black Immigrants Matter
Eromosele Abiodun writes that the decision by the federal government to reintroduce Cargo Tracking Notes will check insecurity fuelled by sophisticated arms smuggled into the country via seaports ...
Tackling Insecurity with Cargo Tracking Note
An asylum-seeker in the US, Gabriel fled his home country Cameroon after bribing his way ... Gabriel finally made it into Immigration Customs Enforcement (ICE) detention in 2019 in Louisiana.
Inside the vaccination crisis in ICE detention centres
Five, Dr. Tahir claimed that they were ready to ship their food items to neighbouring countries such as Niger, Chad, Ghana, Cameroon ... Forces of Nigeria and the Customs and all the other ...
Food blockade: Voodoo economics
The delegation, consisting of the Minister of Information and Culture, Alhaji Lai Mohammed ... operating between the town and the border town of Ekok in neighbouring Cameroon have resorted to adding ...
Losses, gains as fuel smuggling persists across Nigeria’s borders
But the country’s Sports, Recreation, Arts and Culture Executive Director Noxolo ... to qualify for the tournament in Cameroon if Sudan, who are third with six points, fail to beat Sao Tome ...
Afcon Qualifiers: South Africa to host Ghana in Johannesburg
Raphael Sanchez was a chief counsel with Immigration and Customs Enforcement ... mostly from Nigeria and Cameroon, in the investigation of some $6.8 million stolen from european bank accounts ...
2 Former College Students Face Identity Theft Charges Over COVID-19 Aid
On average, in 2018, it took 48 hours and US$200 for customs and other agencies to ... We need to embrace a new culture. We need to beef up our service levels and start playing in the big leagues ...
Full impact of Covid-19 on logistics sector yet to be determined
The place, with its warm culture and connections with nature ... and the region's sparse human settlements still practice ancient customs. Located on the west bank of the Omo River, the park ...
Ethiopia: Source of Forty Springs, Warm Culture
Our mission is grounded in promoting a culture of love and compassion for ... seekers will not be transferred to Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) custody after initial processing at ...
Opinion: Trump is out of office, but challenges for migrants and shelters at the U.S.-Mexico border remain
It was the first place we opened a Domo office outside of the U.S. The culture – including the people, the food, the traditional customs contrasted with the country’s modernization, and of course, ...
Meet Datanami 2021 Person to Watch Josh James
"Upon further enquiries and with the collaboration of the Federal Ministry of Information and Culture and relevant ... with the joint efforts of the customs of Mexico and the United States ...
Nigeria Receives Stolen Artifact Intercepted in Mexico
Tchamwa Tchatchoua was born in Cameroon and spent two years at the ... Thamba said his father, who works in customs in the Democratic Republic of Congo, wanted his children to have the ability ...
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